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Verified Integration of Differential Equations
with Discrete Delay
Andreas Rauha and Ekaterina Auerb

Abstract
Many dynamic system models in population dynamics, physics and control
involve temporally delayed state information in such a way that the evolution of future state trajectories depends not only on the current state as the
initial condition but also on some previous state. In technical systems, such
phenomena result, for example, from mass transport of incompressible fluids
through finitely long pipelines, the transport of combustible material such
as coal in power plants via conveyor belts, or information processing delays.
Under the assumption of continuous dynamics, the corresponding delays can
be treated either as constant and fixed, as uncertain but bounded (fixed or
time-varying), or even as state-dependent. In this paper, we restrict the discussion to the first two classes and provide suggestions on how interval-based
verified approaches to solving ordinary differential equations can be extended
to encompass such delay differential equations. Selected close-to-life examples
illustrate the theory from the perspective of robustness analysis in engineering
applications.
Keywords: interval analysis, delay differential equations, uncertainty, dynamic systems, verified methods
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Introduction

Delay differential equations arise in many areas of computational science and engineering. Representative examples can be found in the area of modeling biological
processes [3], in the area of transport of incompressible substances [17], or in the
area of control engineering if signal processing or communication delays are considered [13]. The latter are especially important in the field of networked control
systems, where temporally varying communication delays are omnipresent [32].
Long-distance communications included in a closed-loop control framework belong
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to the same class of system models, with the most spectacular applications to be
found in the fields of tele-operation [1] in medical surgery (i.e., communication and
haptic device feedback between various places or even continents) or in space exploration where human operators take part as generators for reference signals or as
decision makers.
A common example of the use of delay differential equations is the representation
of the population dynamics in which species growth and mortality rates depend not
only on the current state values but also on state information that is delayed by a
certain finite time span. This helps to take into account the fact that each species
first has to reach fertility age before it takes part in the reproduction process [5,6,9].
As mentioned before, similar considerations appear not only in the mathematical
modeling of biological reproduction processes but also in epidemiological models
or in (technical) control systems. In control, delay equations are employed when
control actions depend additionally on certain previous state information due to
communication delays, non-negligible time spans for information acquisition and
processing, transport phenomena of physical substances or when control actions
are decided upon based on (averaged) previous state information.
In this paper, we restrict the discussion to the case in which the system model
has a single, finitely long, discrete delay. Then, the dynamic system model can be
stated as
ẋ (t) = f (t, x (t) , x (t − τ ∗ )) , x (t) ∈ Rn , τ ∗ ≥ 0
(1)
with
f : R × R2n 7→ Rn .

(2)

Aside from the initial condition
x (0) = x0

(3)

at the single point t = 0, knowledge about a state initialization function
x∗ (t) := x (t)

(4)

for the time span −τ ∗ ≤ t ≤ 0 is required to determine a unique solution. Throughout this paper, we assume that the initialization function evaluated for t = 0 provides the same value as the point-valued initial condition x0 , leading to a solution
x (t) that is continuous at t = 0. Moreover, the ∗ symbol consistently denotes exact
solutions to the simulation models under consideration and precisely known values
for the delay.
A typical floating-point solution procedure for such system models is the socalled method of steps [33] in which the problem (1) is transformed into the nonautonomous initial value problem
ẋ (t) = f (t, x (t) , x∗ (t − τ ∗ )) ,

with x (0) = x∗ (0) ,

(5)

that is used to predict the temporal evolution of x(t) over the time interval t ∈
[0 ; τ ∗ ] for the already known delayed state information x∗ (t − τ ∗ ). For successive
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intervals of the length τ ∗ , the procedure can be continued by utilizing the result
from the previous time slice as the new initialization function.
This procedure for a floating point-based approximation of the solution to the
delay differential equation is restricted to the case in which the initial state is given
by a specific point in the state space and the delay time is known exactly. Uncertainty in the initial system states (or in the initialization function, respectively)
could be treated by repeated simulations in a Monte-Carlo-like manner. Here, a
well-known disadvantage is a potentially large computational effort that does not
allow for determining verified outer bounds for the sets of reachable states if interval bounds for the initial conditions x0 as well as for the initialization function
x∗ (t) over the time interval t ∈ [−τ ∗ ; 0] are given [20]. The same also holds for
uncertain, but bounded delays τ ∗ which are themselves given as intervals. Two
practice-relevant cases need to be distinguished here:
1. The delay is uncertain but constant over each time slice of a solution approach
corresponding to the above-mentioned method of steps.
2. The delay is bounded from below and above, but may vary arbitrarily within
these bounds.
Note that the second case is also strongly linked to scenarios in which only bounds
for the initialization function (4) are available but the exact temporal evolution in
the past is unknown.
From both a methodological and practical point of view, it is crucial to investigate such phenomena because increasing the delay time (for example, in the
feedback path of a closed-loop control system) may turn a system with aperiodic
dynamics into a system with oscillatory behavior. In addition, the introduction of
delay may also turn asymptotically stable systems into unstable ones. The stability
investigation of systems with delay, however, is not trivial and still a subject for
ongoing research. For possible references on this topic, see [7, 9, 18, 21].
The main contribution of this paper is the generalization of verified solution
techniques for classical, delay-free sets of ordinary differential equations to both
cases mentioned above, namely, systems with constant as well as temporally varying but bounded delays. The general solution approach is derived exemplarily for
an exponential state enclosure technique published by the authors in [29]. This
approach makes use of techniques from the field of interval analysis [11,19] to compute outer bounds that rigorously enclose all possible state trajectories of uncertain
dynamic system models.
In contrast to the existing techniques with result verification for solving delay differential equations [10, 35, 36] (that employ Taylor methods or radii polynomial approaches), we do not focus on obtaining especially tight enclosures, which
is necessary for a computational proof of such properties as periodicity of solutions. Instead, we aim at computing guaranteed outer solution enclosures by an
approach that represents state trajectories by simple (exponential) functions in a
computationally cheap way. It should be pointed out that the reduced complexity
(resulting from the simple exponential state enclosures) would allow for an easier
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reimplementation of the whole algorithm on the GPU [2]1 or for development of
online-adjustable control strategies in the frame of model-predictive control. Additionally, our method is directly applicable to scenarios in which parameters and
the delay can vary temporally but stay bounded.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, there is an overview of the
initial value problems for delay differential equations to be solved by the approach
suggested in this paper. Before detailed solution procedures are presented in Secs. 4
and 5, the interval-based exponential enclosure technique for classical ordinary
differential equations from [29] is summarized in Sec. 3. This is a representative
solution approach which is extended in this paper to the case of systems with a
finite delay time. In Sec. 6, various numerical examples are presented including
systems with exactly known delay times, with an uncertain but constant delay, and
with a time-varying bounded delay. Finally, conclusions and an outlook on future
work are given in Sec. 7.

2

Problem Formulation

Throughout this paper, the following variants of the delay differential equation
model (1)–(4) are considered.
DDE1 The initial conditions and the initialization function in (3), (4), respectively,
are both uncertain but bounded. The initial states are assumed to be included
in the interval2
(6)
x0 ∈ [x0 ; x0 ] ,
where the component-wise defined inequalities x0,i ≤ x0,i , i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
hold. Analogously, the initialization function (4) is supposed to be given by
the bounds3
x∗ (t) ∈ [x0 ]

with

dx∗ (t)
= 0 for all
dt

t ∈ [−τ ∗ ; 0] .

(7)

In contrast to considering interval bounds for the initial states and for the
initialization function, it is assumed that the delay τ ∗ > 0 is precisely known4 .
1 Such GPU implementations, accounting for data parallelism, are especially helpful to solve
the task of an experiments-based parameter identification of dynamic systems.
2 If necessary, we use the compact notation [x ] throughout this paper to abbreviate the interval
0
[x0 ; x0 ]. Bold face characters are employed to distinguish vectors (lower case) and matrices
(upper case) from scalar variables.
3 The algorithms presented in the following are not restricted to temporally constant initialization functions. They are chosen in this paper mainly to simplify the notation. Non-constant
initializations arise naturally at each time instant t > 0 at which the integration is restarted if
step size control strategies or multi-step simulations are performed.
4 In DDE1, it is assumed that the delay time can be represented exactly by a machine number
in the software implementation of the solution approach. If this is not the case, the formulation
from DDE2 can be used instead, where the point value τ ∗ is enclosed in a tight interval of
machine numbers.
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DDE2 As in DDE1, the initial system states x0 are assumed to be given by (6).
However, the delay is now considered to be uncertain but temporally constant
according to
τ ∗ ∈ [τ ∗ ; τ ∗ ] with τ ∗ < τ ∗ .
(8)
Therefore, the initialization function of DDE1, cf. (7), needs to be adapted
in such a way that interval bounds are available for all t ∈ [−τ ∗ ; 0]. A special
case of this definition arises for a delay-free lower bound τ ∗ = 0.
DDE3 This scenario is almost identical to DDE2 except that the delays are not
temporally constant. Now, the delay
τ ∗ ∈ [τ ∗ ; τ ∗ ]

with

0 ≤ τ∗ < τ∗

(9)

may vary arbitrarily between its lower and upper bounds. No information
on the temporal variation rate is available in this setting. Obviously, this is
also true for the state initialization function, where arbitrary variations of x∗
have to be accounted for within the respective interval bounds.

3

Verified Simulation Routine for Asymptotically
Stable Delay-Free Ordinary Differential Equations

Delay-free state equations can often be assumed to be asymptotically stable in control engineering applications since, if they are not, an appropriate (state) feedback
control law can be designed, in many cases with quasi-linear state-space representations. For finding enclosures of the solutions to such problems, the authors
developed a verified exponential state enclosure technique [29] summarized briefly
in this section. In the following sections, we extend this example of a solution procedure to the case of delay differential equations since they also play an important
role in the area of control. However, any other verified approach for solving initial
value problems for ordinary differential equations (e.g., from [14, 15, 20]) can be
generalized analogously for the case of delay differential equations if the strategies
described in Secs. 4 and 5 are employed.
Definition 1 (Quasi-linear autonomous model). For a nonlinear system model
ẋ(t) = a (x(t)) ,

(10)

a quasi-linear dynamic system representation is given by the state-space representation
ẋ(t) = A (x(t)) · x(t) ,
(11)
where the reformulation from (10) to (11) is obtained by exactly factoring out the
state vector x(t) from the nonlinear right-hand side a (x(t)) so that all entries of
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A (x(t)) are well-defined and finite for all reachable states5 .
Definition 2 (Exponential state enclosure). The time-dependent exponential enclosure function (indicated by the index e)
x̌(t) ∈ [xe ] (t) := exp ([Λ] · t) · [xe ] (0) , [xe ] (0) = [x0 ]

(12)

with the parameter matrix
[Λ] := diag {[λi ]} , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,

(13)

defines a verified exponential state enclosure for the system model (11) with x (0) ∈
[x0 ] if it is determined according to Theorem 1. It is then guaranteed to enclose all
possible exact state trajectories x̌(t).
Theorem 1 ( [25, 29] Iteration for exponential state enclosures). The exponential
state enclosure (12) is guaranteed to contain the set of all reachable states x̌(T ) at
the point of time t = T > 0 according to
x̌(T ) ∈ [xe ] (T ) := exp ([Λ] · T ) · [xe ] (0) ,

(14)

if the elements on the main diagonal of [Λ] are computed by the converging iteration




hκi
ai exp [Λ] · [t] · [xe ] (0)
hκ+1i


, κ ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} ,
(15)
[λi ]
:=
hκi
exp [λi ] · [t] · [xe,i ] (0)
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with the prediction horizon [t] = [0 ; T ].
Remark 1. As discussed in [25, 29], the iteration (15) is based on the application
of the Picard iteration if the type of solution representations is restricted to the
exponential expressions according to Def. 2. Therefore, the system models under
consideration need to satisfy the same requirements that are needed for applying
a Picard iteration (i.e., applicability of Banach’s fixed point theorem) for finding
verified stateenclosures. Especially, we suppose differentiability of a (x) on the
intervals exp [Λ]

hκi

· [t] · [xe ] (0).

Remark 2. A typical initialization of the iteration (15) is [Λ]

h0i

n
o
h0i
= diag [λi ]
,

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where these intervals are centered around the eigenvalues of a linearization of the nonlinear state equations for a representative point from the state
enclosure at t = 0.
Remark 3. For sufficiently smooth system models (10), this approach can be
easily extended to include a differential sensitivity analysis with respect to initial
conditions and time-invariant parameters (see [22] for details).
5 Such quasi-linear reformulations are typically not defined uniquely. For example, there exist
infinitely many factorizations of the product x1 · x2 = a1 (x2 ) · x1 + a2 (x1 ) · x2 , where a1 (x2 ) = px2
and a2 (x1 ) = (1 − p) · x1 with p ∈ R.
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Corollary 1 ( [25, 29]). If quasi-linear state-space representations according to
Def. 1 are considered, the component-wise reformulation
ẋi (t) = ai (x(t)) =

n
X

aij (x(t)) · xj (t)

(16)

j=1

can be used for the state equations. In this case, the interval-related dependency
problem [11], the wrapping effect [16], and the computational effort while using
formula (15) can be reduced if it is reformulated symbolically into


hκ+1i
hκi
[λi ]
:= aii [xe ] ([t])

n 


X
(17)
hκi
hκi
[xe,j ] (0)
hκi
.
+
aij [xe ] ([t]) · e(([λj ] −[λi ] )·[t]) ·
[xe,i ] (0)
j=1
j6=i

This reformulation is especially beneficial if the system matrix A (x(t)) is diagonally
dominant.
Remark 4. The exponential enclosure technique according to Theorem 1 is applicable to scenarios characterized by solution sets in which the value zero is not
contained in the domain of reachable states. This becomes obvious in Eq. (15),
where the guaranteed state enclosure appears in the denominator of the iteration
formula [25, 28]. For linear systems with oscillatory dynamics and precisely known
parameters, this issue can be resolved by a suitable time-invariant change of coordinates as shown in the last example from Sec. 6. For this purpose, Theorem 1
needs to be generalized using complex-valued interval techniques [28, 29]. Alternatively, if the value zero is only crossed a finite number of times, enclosures can be
obtained by switching to the Picard iteration based ValEncIA-IVP technique or
to a low-order Taylor series expansion over the respective time interval.

4

Delay Differential Equations with a Constant,
Precisely Known Delay

In general, delay differential equations with bounded uncertainty can be treated
by adapting the method of steps to rely on verified solvers for ordinary differential
equations instead of floating-point ones. For the case of DDE1, this method can
be employed directly after defining the time intervals
[T ]m = [mτ ∗ ; (m + 1) τ ∗ ] , m ∈ N0 ,

(18)

with a length that is equal to the a-priori known constant delay τ ∗ . Then, an
exponential state enclosure can be introduced according to Def. 3 for each [T ]m .
Definition 3 (Exponential state enclosure for delay differential equations). The
time-dependent exponential enclosure function for the m-th time interval t ∈ [T ]m
x̌(t) ∈ [xe ]m (t) := exp ([Λ]m · (t − mτ ∗ )) · [xe ] (mτ ∗ )

(19)
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with [xe ] (0) = [x0 ] and the parameter matrix
[Λ]m := diag {[λi ]}m , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,

(20)

defines a verified exponential state enclosure for the delay differential equation of
type DDE1 if it is determined according to Theorem 2. For compatibility with the
initialization function (7), [Λ]−1 is set to
[Λ]−1 := 0 , corresponding to [xe ]−1 (t) ≡ [x0 ] .

(21)

Theorem 2 (Iteration for delay differential equations of type DDE1). The exponential state enclosure (19) is guaranteed to contain the set of all reachable states
x̌(T ) at the point of time t = T ∈ [T ]m , that is,
x̌(T ) ∈ [xe ]m (T ) := exp ([Λ]m · (T − mτ ∗ )) · [xe ] (mτ ∗ ) ,

(22)

if the elements on the main diagonal of [Λ]m are computed using the converging
iteration




hκi
fi [t] , exp [Λ]m · ([t] − mτ ∗ ) · [xe ] (mτ ∗ ) , [xe ]m−1 ([t] − τ ∗ )
hκ+1i


,
[λi ]m
:=
hκi
exp [λi ]m · ([t] − mτ ∗ ) · [xe,i ] (mτ ∗ )
(23)
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with the prediction horizon [t] = [mτ ∗ ; T ] ⊆ [T ]m , where all fi are
defined according to Eq. (1).
Proof. Due to the restriction T ∈ [T ]m , the third argument [xe ]m−1 ([t] − τ ∗ ) of fi
in (23) depends only on solution enclosures from the previous time interval [T ]m−1
and is, therefore, completely known. A non-autonomous initial value problem can
be solved at this time step following the general idea of the method of steps (5).
Hence, the proof is the same as for Theorem 1 (originally published in [25, 29]), if
the iteration (23) is substituted for (15).
hκ+1i

Remark 5. Overestimation in the elements [λi ]m
in (23) appearing due to
multiple dependencies on common interval variables can be reduced by exploiting
the quasi-linear structure of the problem and reformulating the iteration symbolically (cf. Corollary 1). Another overestimation reduction possibility is to employ a classical subdivision strategy for range computation of interval expressions,
also used in global optimization [4]. For that, it is necessary to subdivide the
time interval [t] into multiple subintervals, carry out the procedure and, finally,
determine the convex interval hull of all resulting enclosures over the subintervals. An additional advantage of subdivision strategies for delay equations is
that the time subintervals can also be used while determining the bounds for
[xe ]m−1 ([t] − τ ∗ ) = [xe ]m−1 ([(m − 1) τ ∗ ; T − τ ∗ ]).
The subdivision strategy described in the remark can be used to control the
step size. For this purpose, the integration time horizon [T ]m is split into multiple shorter time slices and solution parameters [λi ]m,ι are computed successively
for each of the temporal subintervals [mτ ∗ ; mτ ∗ + τ1 ], [mτ ∗ + τ1 ; mτ ∗ + τ2 ], . . .,
[mτ ∗ + τι−1 ; mτ ∗ + τι ], . . . with 0 < τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τι < . . . < τ ∗ .
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Delay Differential Equations with Uncertain Delay

In this section, solution procedures for delay differential equations with uncertain
delays are presented. Here, we consider two cases of bounded delays: either temporally constant or arbitrarily varying within the respective interval bounds.

5.1
5.1.1

Delay Differential Equations with a Constant, IntervalBounded Delay
Systems with Strictly Non-Zero Delay

The approach from Sec. 4 can be extended to cover systems with a strictly nonzero time delay in a straightforward way. For that purpose, we introduce the time
intervals
[T ]m = [tm ; tm+1 ] , m ∈ N0 , t0 = 0 ,
(24)
where the infima and suprema of [T ]m denote the temporal discretization mesh with
which the (exponential) solution enclosures for the delay differential equation of
type DDE2 are computed. In this subsection, we further assume that tm+1 − tm ≤
τ ∗ holds. This restriction will be removed in the following subsection, where the
case of a possibly vanishing time delay is investigated. The following definition is
a generalization of Def. 3 which allows us to represent state enclosures covering
multiple points tm of the temporal discretization mesh.
Definition 4 (Generalized exponential state enclosure for DDEs).
b
A generalized time-dependent exponential enclosure over a time interval t ∈ [T ]a =
[ta ; tb ], ta ≤ tb , ta ≥ 0, is given by



b
if ma = mb ,
[xe ]ma [T ]a

 
b


m
[xe ] [T ]a =
(25)
Sb
b


[xe ]j [T ]a ∩ [T ]j
otherwise .
j=ma

Here, the indices mι , ι ∈ {a, b}, of the corresponding discretization points are
determined according to
mι = max{m}
m∈Z

with

Z := {m | m ∈ N0 and 0 ≤ tma ≤ tι < tmι +1 } .

(26)

The individual interval enclosure functions in (25) are given by
x̌(t) ∈ [xe ]m (t) := exp ([Λ]m · (t − tm )) · [xe ] (tm )

for

t ∈ [T ]m

(27)

with the diagonal parameter matrices [Λ]m computed as in Theorem 3.
In addition, the definition (25) can be extended to the case tb ≤ 0 by setting
[xe ] ([ta ; tb ]) ≡ [x0 ]; analogously, [xe ] ([ta ; tb ]) ≡ [x0 ] ∪ [xe ] ([0 ; tb ]) holds for
ta < 0 and tb ≥ 0.
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Remark 6. All intersections [T ]a ∩ [T ]m of time intervals in Eq. (25) restrict
the domains on which the respective functions are evaluated to the domains on
which the parameter matrices [Λ]m and, hence, the corresponding solution tubes
are defined.
Theorem 3 (Iteration for delay differential equations of type DDE2).
If the discretization mesh is defined such that tm+1 − tm ≤ τ ∗ , the exponential state
enclosure (25) is guaranteed to contain the set of all reachable states x̌(T ) at the
point of time t = T ∈ [T ]m , that is,
x̌(T ) ∈ [xe ]m (T ) := exp ([Λ]m · (T − mτ ∗ )) · [xe ] (mτ ∗ ) ,

(28)

if [Λ]m is computed by the converging iteration




hκi
fi [t] , exp [Λ]m · ([t] − tm ) · [xe ] (tm ) , [xe ] ([t] − [τ ∗ ])
hκ+1i


, (29)
[λi ]m
:=
hκi
exp [λi ]m · ([t] − tm ) · [xe,i ] (tm )
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with the prediction horizon [t] = [tm ; T ] ⊆ [T ]m .
Proof. In the last argument of the numerator term in (29), [xe ] ([t] − [τ ∗ ]) is indehκi
pendent of the parameter matrix [Λ]m for the current time interval [T ]m . This
means that this term can again be interpreted as an external input to a nonautonomous system of ordinary differential equations. Therefore, the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark 7. For the time interval [t], a subdivision strategy can be used in full
analogy to Sec. 4. In addition, the interval [τ ∗ ] may be subdivided into multiple
time intervals, followed by determining separate solution enclosures [xe ]m (T ) for
each delay subinterval when evaluating Eq. (29). In the final step, the convex
interval hull over all individual solutions can be determined to describe the set of
reachable states. This is a direct consequence of the assumption of an uncertain
but temporally constant delay.
Remark 8. Under the assumptions of this subsection, the Definitions 3 and 4
become identical.
5.1.2

Systems Involving Zero Delay

If 0 ∈ [τ ∗ ] or if a discretization mesh with tm+1 − tm > τ ∗ is employed, Theorem 3
needs to be adjusted according to the following Corollary 2.
Corollary 2 (Iteration for DDE2 with potentially zero delay). In the case of a
potentially vanishing delay, the exponential state enclosure (28) contains the set
of all reachable states x̌(T ) at the point of time t = T ∈ [T ]m if [Λ]m is set to
the outcome of the iteration (29), where the last numerator term [xe ] ([t] − [τ ∗ ]) is
evaluated according to Def. 4 with ta = inf ([t] − [τ ∗ ]) and tb = sup ([t] − [τ ∗ ]) as a
hκi
function of all parameters [λi ]m .
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Remark 9. Splitting both intervals [t] and [τ ∗ ] into subintervals as described in the
previous subsection remains admissible due to the time invariance of the delay τ ∗ .

5.2

Delay Differential Equations with Uncertain, Temporally Varying Delays

Both Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 can be applied to the case of time-varying, uncertain, bounded delays. Note, however, that subdivision strategies suggested as a
countermeasure against overestimation in Sec. 5.1 need to be handled with more
care.
If the intervals [t] and [τ ∗ ] are subdivided, it is necessary to compute multiple
hκ+1i
results [λi ]m
followed by the convex hull operation unifying them for each subsequent evaluation of the iterations according to Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. This
is the only admissible subdivision strategy for reducing the dependency problem
in this case. Note that this subdivision approach is equally valid for reduction of
hκi
overestimation that is caused by wide intervals [λi ]m resulting from the previous
iteration step.

6

Numerical Examples

In this section, representative application scenarios are presented for the proposed
interval technique. They are linear scalar (cf. Sec. 6.1) and multi-dimensional system models (cf. Sec. 6.5) with exactly known delay, a nonlinear process model with
exactly known and uncertain delay that is inspired by mathematical models from
the field of population dynamics (cf. Sec. 6.2 and 6.3) as well as the simulation of
Wright’s equation with an uncertain parameter (cf. Sec. 6.4). The specified values
for delay times are assumed to be represented by the closest floating point number,
where for the cases of an exactly known time delay this value is an integer multiple
of the underlying sampling time. Note that not exactly representable delay times
can easily be accounted for by the setting in DDE2.

6.1

A System Model with an Exact Analytic Solution

As the first application scenario, consider the dynamic system model [30, Chap. 12]
ẋ (t) = a · x (t − τ ∗ )

(30)
∗

of type DDE1 with the exactly known, non-zero delay τ > 0. If the initialization
function for t ≤ 0 is equal to the constant x(t) ≡ x0 and if the identical initial
condition x(0) = x0 is considered, the exact solution xm (t) can be computed for
each time interval t ∈ [T ]m , m ∈ N0 , cf. (18), by applying the method of steps in
a recursive manner. For that purpose, the system model (30) is reformulated into
xZ
m (t)

Zt
dχ = a ·

xm−1

(mτ ∗ )

mτ ∗

xm−1 (η − τ ∗ ) dη

(31)
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by separating the variables t and x. This leads to the solution representation
xm (t) = xm−1 (mτ ∗ ) + a ·

Zt

xm−1 (η − τ ∗ ) dη ,

(32)

mτ ∗

where both formulas (31) and (32) are initialized with x−1 (t) ≡ x0 . Evaluating the
expression (32) at integer multiples of the delay time, i.e., for t = mτ ∗ , m ∈ N0 ,
yields the closed-form solution representation


x0
for t = 0



∗

for t = τ ∗

x0 ·(aτ + 1)




 x20 (aτ ∗ )2 + 4aτ ∗ + 2
for t = 2τ ∗

(33)
x(t) = x0  ∗ 3
2

(aτ ) + 12 (aτ ∗ ) + 18aτ ∗ + 6
for t = 3τ ∗

6
 



x0

∗ 4
∗ 3
∗ 2
∗

(aτ
)
+
32
(aτ
)
+
108
(aτ
)
+
96aτ
+
24
for t = 4τ ∗

24



... .
The result (33) can be extended by the well-known rules of interval analysis
to outer state enclosures, if uncertainty in the initial state x0 ∈ [x0 ] and in the
time-invariant parameter a ∈ [a] needs to be accounted for. This interval representation (evaluated in the following in a naive way in terms of the natural interval
extension [11] in IntLab [31]) serves as one of the references to which the novel
simulation procedure according to Sec. 4 can be compared.
Fig. 1 provides a comparison of the novel iteration approach with an intervalbased evaluation of the analytic solution representation according to Eq. (33). The
first simulation result in Fig. 1(a) visualizes the influence of the integration step
size on the tightness of the solution obtained by the application of Theorem 2.
Exemplarily, the constant integration step sizes ∆t = τ ∗ = 0.1 (corresponding
τ∗
to the direct generalization of the method of steps) and ∆t = 200
= 5 · 10−4
are compared. It can be seen that the simulation for the larger step size breaks
down after t = 2.1 because overestimation leads to solutions that include the value
zero in the denominator of the iteration of Theorem 2. To some extent, this can
be avoided by reducing the step size. Hence, the other versions of the example
are investigated using this reduced step size. Alternatively, it is possible to apply a
different enclosure definition (such as the basic state enclosure of ValEncIA-IVP)
during those time spans in which the solution crosses zero.
The subplot in Fig. 1(b) shows that a naive interval extension of the analytic
solution representation leads to significantly wider interval bounds than the proposed iteration procedure if a is the only uncertain parameter in the model. This
is mainly caused by multiple dependencies on the interval parameter [a] in the analytic solution representation. This dependency effect can be reduced by advanced
interval evaluation techniques. In Fig. 1, enhanced enclosures are visualized which
are computed by subdividing the parameter domain into an equidistant grid with
100 subintervals for each of the parameters. The dependency is less critical if a
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(a) State enclosures for a = −1, x0 = 1, and
τ ∗ = 0.1.

(b) State enclosures for a ∈ [−1 ; −0.9], x0 = 1,
and τ ∗ = 0.1.

(c) State enclosures for a = −1, x0 ∈ [0.9 ; 1.0],
and τ ∗ = 0.1.

(d) State enclosures for a ∈
x0 ∈ [0.9 ; 1.0], and τ ∗ = 0.1.

[−1 ; −0.9],

Figure 1: State enclosures for the linear system model (16) with constant delay.

is set to a point value in Fig. 1(c), where the interval evaluation of the analytic
solution representation deteriorates rapidly if overestimation leads to the fact that
the value zero is included in the solution set. Note that the exponential enclosure
technique in this case breaks down before t = 1.5. This can be avoided by subdividing the initial state interval and by subsequently performing multiple simulations
for the respective subintervals6 . For the case in Fig. 1(d), where both the initial
condition and the system parameter are set to interval quantities, the numerical
and analytic solutions are quite similar up to the point where the exponential enclosure technique is no longer valid due to the inclusion of the value zero in the
computed state bounds.
6 As already mentioned in the introduction of this paper, such subdivisions are typically employed anyway for an experiments-based parameter identification of dynamic systems. The proposed solution algorithm can easily be adjusted to a GPU implementation [2] which performs a
parallelized simulation for all subintervals by exploiting the concept of data parallelism.
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Note that exponential state enclosures computed for a single parameter interval
[a] and a single box of initial conditions comprising the bounds on the initialization function [x0 ] are generally wider than an optimized interval evaluation of the
closed-form solution. This is caused by the fact that Theorem 2, evaluated for a
single interval box, provides state enclosures that are valid for arbitrary temporal
parameter variations within the respective box, while the analytic solution representation assumes a time invariant parameter with vanishing time derivatives of
the initialization function for t < 0.

6.2

A Nonlinear System Model with Constant Bounded Delay

As the second application, consider the nonlinear system model
ẋ (t) = a · x(t) + b · x3 (t − τ ∗ )

with x(t) ≡ x0

for t ≤ 0 ,

(34)

where a ∈ [a] = [−0.2 ; −0.1], b ∈ [b] = [0.01 ; 0.02], x0 ∈ [x0 ] = [0.9 ; 1.0], and
τ ∗ ∈ [τ ∗ ] = [0.1 ; 1.0] are temporally constant interval parameters.
This delay differential equation model reflects a simplified problem from the
field of population dynamics [3], where the state variable x represents a species
concentration, the parameter a a decay rate (i.e., due to mortality), and b the rate
of reproduction depending in a cubic manner on the delayed state information. The
parameter τ ∗ describes the uncertain age of maturation after which the members
of the population participate in the reproduction process.
Since the delay parameter is uncertain, the interval-based solution to this model
is computed using the methods of Sec. 5.1. A grid-based floating point solution,
obtained with the help of the Matlab routine dde23 and a maximum step size
∆t = 0.01, is included for comparison in Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that the exponential interval technique encloses the grid-based evaluation in tight lower and
upper bounds, where the lower bound especially has almost no overestimation.
Note that the grid-based simulation consists of 104 individual system simulations
because all four uncertain parameters were independently subdivided into 10 points
each.
In contrast, the exponential state enclosure was determined without subdividing
the interval bounds [a] and [b]. For a sake of comparison with the assumption of
arbitrary varying initialization functions and delays in the interior of the respective
interval bounds (which is the subject of the following subsection), [x0 ] and [τ ∗ ] were
both divided into 10 equally wide subintervals, leading to a total of 100 interval
simulations.

6.3

A Nonlinear System Model with Time-Varying Bounded
Delay

As a third example, the model in Eq. (34) is reconsidered. Now, both the time delay
and the state initialization function are assumed to be arbitrarily variable within
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their respective interval bounds. Hence, only a single interval evaluation (instead
of the 100 simulations from the previous subsection) was performed to obtain the
exponential state enclosure. It can be noticed that the temporal variability of both
of these quantities has only a minor influence on the solution enclosures because
the interval bounds obtained by the exponential enclosure technique in Fig. 2(b)
are only slightly wider than those in Fig. 2(a). However, as expected, the previous
time-invariant case represents a subset of the solution to the time-varying scenario.
For the sake of comparison, a grid-based simulation is included in Fig. 2(b). It
is based on the evaluation of the dynamic system model (34) with the help of the
Matlab routine ddesd with a maximum step size of τ ∗ = 0.1. In total, 2, 000
equally distributed random sequences for the state initialization function and for
the time delay were generated to mimic the influence of the uncertain quantities.

(a) Uncertain but constant delay.

(b) Time-varying bounded delay.

Figure 2: State enclosures for the linear system model (34) with uncertain delay.
For both Secs. 6.2 and 6.3, the use of the interval-based simulation approach
has the advantage of a much smaller number of required system evaluations than
in the grid-based counterpart, while further providing state enclosures that contain
all reachable state values with certainty.
In Tab. 1, a comparison of the computing times7 for the grid-based floating point
implementation using the routine ddesd and the novel exponential enclosure approach implemented with the help of the interval library IntLab [31] (version 10.2)
is given8 . For identical discretization step sizes, and a grid-based simulation consisting of 2,000 individual runs, the exponential enclosure technique is faster by a
factor of at least 175. Although the interval simulation has not been optimized
for speed, it is faster by a factor of 8.77 even if the grid-based simulation is carried out with the largest investigated step size and the interval-based simulation
with the smallest. In addition, it can be seen from Tab. 1 that a reduction of the
7 All simulations were performed in Matlab R2019b on a notebook computer under
Windows 10, 64bit, 8 GB RAM, Intel Core i7-4500U CPU (@1.80GHz).
8 Prototypical implementations are available for download on https://github.com/
ValEncIA-IVP/ and www.valencia-ivp.com.
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discretization step size in the proposed approach leads to tighter interval bounds.
A meaningful reduction of the computed interval diameters can be observed until
∆t = 0.01 in the example considered in Sec. 6.3.
Table 1: Comparison of the grid-based simulation and the exponential enclosure
technique for the example of Sec. 6.3.
step size
∆t = 0.1
∆t = 0.01
∆t = 0.005

6.4

ddesd
0.1272 s
1.2297 s
2.5573 s

proposed approach
0.9811 s
12.474 s
29.017 s

speedup
259.3
197.1
176.2

diam{[xe ] (10)}
0.3462
0.3445
0.3444

Simulation of Wright’s Equation with an Uncertain Parameter

A further nonlinear application scenario in this section illustrates a possible approach to circumvent cases in which the proposed simulation technique is not directly applicable due to a division by zero in the Theorems 2 and 3. We consider
Wright’s equation as published in [37]. Originally, it was formulated as
ẏ(t) = −p · y(t − 1) · (1 + y(t))

(35)

with the parameter p > 0. After the time-invariant change of coordinates
x(t) = 1 + y(t) ,

(36)

ẋ(t) = −p · (x(t − 1) − 1) · x(t)

(37)

the equivalent formulation

is obtained, for which we assume a constant initialization function x(t) = x0 for
t ≤ 0 with the consistent initial condition x0 = 2 at the point t = 0 in the remainder
of this subsection.
The change of coordinates (36) helps to avoid that solutions cross the value
y = 0 if initialized with non-negative functions y(t) > 0 for t ≤ 0 and positive
parameters p > 0. The advantage of the exclusion of the solution y = 0 from the
solution set is that a singularity in the iterations of Theorems 2 and 3 as well as
Corollary 2 can be avoided.
For the Wright equation, this change of coordinates leads to a simplification of
the iteration formula (23) according to
hκ+1i

[λi ]m

:= −p · [xe ]m−1 ([t] − τ ∗ )

with τ ∗ = 1 .

(38)

For the known parameter p = 1, Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the solution
enclosures with the corresponding widths of the computed interval bounds for different discretization step sizes ∆t. It can be seen clearly that the reduction in the
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(b) Interval diameters for different discretization step sizes.

Figure 3: Simulation of the transformed Wright equation (37) for p = 1 with exactly
known initialization function and initial condition.
interval widths is proportional to the reduction of the discretization step size, going along with a proportional increase of the computing time. It should be pointed
out additionally that the reformulated iteration in (38) has the advantage for this
specific benchmark scenario that its right-hand side is independent on the parameter to be computed and, hence, can be resolved explicitly by exploiting already
pre-computed solution enclosures.
Using the step size ∆t = 5 · 10−4 , the simulation was repeated in Fig. 4 for
the uncertain parameter interval p ∈ [0.1 ; 2] in combination with equidistantly
subdividing it into 100 subdomains. The resulting exponential enclosures tightly

(a) State enclosures: Exponential solution technique vs. grid-based approximation.

(b) Interval diameters: Exponential solution
technique vs. grid-based approximation.

Figure 4: Simulation of the transformed Wright equation (37) for p ∈ [0.1 ; 2] with
exactly known initialization function and initial condition.
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enclose a grid-based non-verified simulation performed with the routine ddesd up
to t ≈ 6. Afterwards, interval-related overestimation leads to a rapid inflation of
the computed bounds. In future work, this can be countered by extending the
complex-valued enclosure approach from [28, 29] to the case of scalar differential
equations with delay. The oscillatory behavior of Wright’s equation can then be
hκ+1i
better represented by not choosing purely real solution parameters [λi ]m . For
multi-dimensional systems, this approach is already implemented, see the simulation results in the following subsection.

6.5

Spring-Mass-Damper System

As a final application scenario, the oscillation attenuation of a spring-mass-damper
system with the position variable x1 , the velocity x2 , and the actuating force x3 is
considered. The state equations


 
0
1
0
0
ẋ(t) = p1 · a21 p2 · a22 a23  · x(t) +  0  · u(t)
(39)
0
0
a33
b3
= A (p1 , p2 ) · x(t) + b · u(t)
with a delay-free realization of the control input u(t) were presented in [26, 27]
as a benchmark scenario for the design of a robust output feedback controller in
which the input u(t) was chosen to be proportional to the velocity x2 (t). From an
engineering viewpoint, this model describes the simplest linear representation of an
actively controlled wheel suspension system with a first-order lag behavior of the
actuator. In the following, the control law is defined as
u(t) = 0.8 · x2 (t − τ ∗ ) ,

(40)

where the constant gain factor 0.8 guarantees asymptotic stability of the nominal
system with the parameters a21 = −200, a22 = −15, a23 = −400, a33 = −200,
b3 = 10, p1 = 1, and p2 = 1.
For the simulations in this subsection, we consider the cases of a delay-free
system (τ ∗ = 0), a relatively small delay (τ ∗ = 10−4 ) and a large delay (τ ∗ = 0.1).
In all scenarios, the integration step size is constant with ∆t = 10−5 . Moreover, the
independent parameters pi , i ∈ {1, 2}, with their midpoints pi,m = 1 are assumed
to have the following identical bounds in the four cases shown in Figs. 5–7:
P1 pi = pi,m ;
P2 pi ∈ pi,m + [−0.005 ; 0.005];
P3 pi ∈ pi,m + [−0.1 ; 0.1];
P4 pi ∈ pi,m + [−0.5 ; 0.5].
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In all cases, the system’s initial conditions (and temporally constant initialization functions for τ ∗ > 0) are defined as

x0 = 1

0

T
0.5
.

(41)

To reduce the influence of the wrapping effect, a time invariant change of coordinates is performed according to
z(t) = V−1 · x(t) ,

(42)

where V is the columnwise defined matrix of eigenvectors of

A (p1,m , p2,m ) + b · 0

0.8


0

(43)

in the delay-free case and the eigenvector matrix of A (p1,m , p2,m ) in the case τ ∗ > 0.
For a non-zero delay, the change of coordinates leads to a complex-valued set of
state equations as introduced in [28, 29].
In all simulations, it can be seen from the figures that the computed state enclosures are tight for the cases P1 and P2. In contrast, the computed bounds
start to inflate in P4 for at least one of the state variables. To analyze this phenomenon with the help of suitable Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals [8] is our future
work. If the overall dynamics can be proven to be stable despite uncertain parameters and non-zero delay, Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals can assist in excluding
parts of the state enclosures that certainly do not belong to the reachable domains.
This strategy can be interpreted as a generalization of the interval-based Lyapunov
function technique presented in [12]. Moreover, such kind of analysis might help to
distinguish the reasons for a blow-up of the computed enclosures. Possible causes
are
(a) the inflation due to excessively large discretization step sizes ∆t,
(b) the inflation due to the wrapping effect that can be countered by splitting
parameter intervals or performing a change of coordinates, or
(c) the inflation of the bounds due to a destabilization of the system dynamics due
to a large delay in the feedback control law (40).
Note that a point-valued simulation of the system considered in this section shows
that the controlled model with the matrix sup (A ([p1 ] , [p2 ])) in P4 is unstable for
τ ∗ ≈ 0.103 (and also further increased delays) which is only slightly larger than
the delay considered in Fig. 7. This observation explains the rapid blow-up of the
state enclosures in Figs. 7(j) and 7(k).
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(a) Scenario P1: state x1 .

(b) Scenario P1: state x2 .

(c) Scenario P1: state x3 .

(d) Scenario P2: state x1 .

(e) Scenario P2: state x2 .

(f) Scenario P2: state x3 .

(g) Scenario P3: state x1 .

(h) Scenario P3: state x2 .

(i) Scenario P3: state x3 .

(j) Scenario P4: state x1 .

(k) Scenario P4: state x2 .

(l) Scenario P4: state x3 .

Figure 5: Simulation of the system model (39) for τ ∗ = 0.
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(a) Scenario P1: state x1 .

(b) Scenario P1: state x2 .

(c) Scenario P1: state x3 .

(d) Scenario P2: state x1 .

(e) Scenario P2: state x2 .

(f) Scenario P2: state x3 .

(g) Scenario P3: state x1 .

(h) Scenario P3: state x2 .

(i) Scenario P3: state x3 .

(j) Scenario P4: state x1 .

(k) Scenario P4: state x2 .

(l) Scenario P4: state x3 .

Figure 6: Simulation of the system model (39) for τ ∗ = 10−4 .
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(a) Scenario P1: state x1 .

(b) Scenario P1: state x2 .

(c) Scenario P1: state x3 .

(d) Scenario P2: state x1 .

(e) Scenario P2: state x2 .

(f) Scenario P2: state x3 .

(g) Scenario P3: state x1 .

(h) Scenario P3: state x2 .

(i) Scenario P3: state x3 .

(j) Scenario P4: state x1 .

(k) Scenario P4: state x2 .

(l) Scenario P4: state x3 .

Figure 7: Simulation of the system model (39) for τ ∗ = 0.1.
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In conclusion, we would like to point out the following fact. In many control
engineering applications, it is possible to intersect the computed bounds with information from measurements at discrete time instants. In practice, this additional
information allows us to work even with wide parameter bounds to forecast the domains of reachable states in a computationally cheap manner by providing simple
enclosures between two distinct measurement points. This well-known predictor–
corrector concept can be implemented using the approach suggested in this paper even within real-time capable state estimation and (model-predictive) control
frameworks. The predictor–corrector idea with continuous dynamics and discretetime measurements is based on the so-called hybrid Kalman filter for systems with
stochastic uncertainty [34].

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a novel interval-based solution method for certain classes of delay
equations was presented. It extends an exponential enclosure technique that was
originally developed for delay-free systems of ordinary differential equations.
As future work, we plan to extend the exponential enclosure technique to
fractional-order differential equations by replacing the exponential terms with socalled Mittag-Leffler functions [23, 24]. Fractional-order models have a large practical relevance in the context of control and state estimation of electrochemical
energy converters and storage elements such as fuel cells and batteries. Moreover,
extensions of the proposed technique for solving delay differential equations to systems including the value zero in the set of reachable states will be investigated. Our
goal will be to find non-trivial alternatives based on the complex-valued iteration
technique published in [29] with the focus on osciallatory dynamics.
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